Citing/ Attributing Formats

The recommended citation formats are abbreviated formats developed by the library to provide sufficient information for the viewer to find the image without overwhelming the content on the slide.

To create the © symbol, hold down the ctrl and alt keys and press c or use the insert symbol function.

For assistance citing images, contact Rienne Johnson at rjohnson1@neomed.edu or x6602.

Licensed Resources:
 _AccessMedicine_ and _AccessPharmacy_ citations are included in the images, no additional citation is necessary.

Essential Evidence Plus

*Images in Articles*
Slide Citation: © year of article Author first name Author last name, John Wiley & Sons Inc (Essential Evidence Plus).

Slide Notes Section: “Title of Image,” © year of article Author first name Author last name, “Title of Article,” John Wiley & Sons Inc (Essential Evidence Plus). Retrieved from website URL on date.

Derm Expert Images
Slide Citation: © Richard Usatine [or other contributor], John Wiley & Sons Inc (Essential Evidence Plus).

Slide Notes Section: “Title of Image,” © Richard Usatine [or other contributor], Richard Usatine [or other contributor], John Wiley & Sons Inc (Essential Evidence Plus). Retrieved from website URL on date.

Pharmacy Library
Slide Citation: © year Author first name Author last name, publisher, Book Title, (Image type Image#, Ch. Chapter #), All Rights Reserved.

Slide Notes Section: “Title of image,” © year Author first name Author last name, Publisher, Book Title, (Ch. Chapter image is on). Retrieved from Pharmacy Library, website URL on date.

SMART Imagebase
Slide Citation: Medical Illustration (http://www.nucleusinc.com) © 2011 Nucleus Medical Media, Inc.

Slide Notes Citation: None

OhioLINK Electronic Journal Center
Slide Citation: © year Author first name Author last name, Journal title; Volume # (Issue #): p. beginning page – ending page. Retrieved from EJC, website URL on date.

OhioLINK Electronic Book Center
Slide Citation: © year Author first name Author last name, publisher. Book Title, (Image type Image#, p. page #).

Slide Notes Section: “Title of image,” © year Author first name Author last name, Publisher, Book Title, (p. page image is on). Retrieved from EBC, website URL on date.

Netter Images:
Slide citation: None
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